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The simulation of solar spectra at ground level

Radiation transfer models use as input the extraterrestrial solar spectrum. The spectrum
at ground level depends on atmospheric composition, path length through the atmosphere
and the presence of clouds and/or aerosols. The path length is determined by the solar
elevation above the horizon and the position of the observed with respect to ground level
and the elevation of the ground above sea level. Atmospheric composition can vary most
significantly with respect to water vapour and ozone “columns”, but these data are not
difficult to come by. In contrast, data on cloudiness expressed as cloud depth is diffi-
cult to obtain, mainly because it changes very rapidly. Consequently, for non-specialists
the use of the TUV model is best restricted to simulations under clear sky conditions. In
an earlier article in this Bulletin the model libRadtran (Emde et al. 2016) was introduced
(Brelsford 2017). In the present article we will use the TUV model developed by Sasha
Madronich, more specifically the web interface to this model called Quick TUV Calculator
(http://cprm.acom.ucar.edu/Models/TUV/Interactive_TUV/).

The TUVmodel is a well knownmodel of atmospheric chemistry that also simulates the solar
spectrum within the atmosphere and at ground level using a radiation transfer approach. The
model is written in FORTRAN and available for local use. When we need only to compute a few
spectra with no special conditions, it is much easier to use the on-line interface provided by
the National Centre of Atmospheric Research (NCAR) under the name of Quick TUV Calculator
(http://cprm.acom.ucar.edu/Models/TUV/Interactive_TUV/) than to install the model
programme.

The “quick” interface is menu/dialogue based and easy to use once one understands the dif-
ferent options and required input data. An annotated video captured during use of the Quick
TUV calculator is included as supplementary material with permission of Sasha Madronich,
creator of the TUV model.

The Quick TUV Calculator accepts as input either a solar zenith angle or geographic plus
time coordinates. In the examples presented here I used zenith angles. The ‘photobiology’
package also includes functions for the calculation of the zenith and other angles for the sun
position (see our previous article Aphalo 2016 and the R notebook in the supplemental files).
The interface with the fields set to the values used for the simulations is shown in Figure 10.1.
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10 P. J. Aphalo: Simulating the solar spectrum

Figure 10.1: Quick TUV Calculator. User interface with settings as used to generate the data used for
the examples shown in this article. To obtain the different spectra the value of the zenith angle was
changed.

Using spectral data output by the Quick TUV Calculator

I will show how to import into R, compute summaries and plot the output from this model us-
ing the packages from the R for Photobiology suite. Package ‘photobiologyInOut’ was recently
updated (versions >= 0.4.15) to support the import of spectral data from files returned by the
Quick TUV Calculator. We will read solar spectra into R, plot and calculate summary quantities
from them. The examples chosen will be useful as reference data also to those not interested
in doing new simulations. When high quality spectral measurements are lacking, simulated
spectra can be very useful for the interpretation of results from field experiments, the design
of realistic treatments or the assessment of the relevance of results of past experiments to
specific exposure conditions outdoors.

Two aspects of the use of the packages in the R for Photobiology suite have been described in
previous articles published in this Bulletin: the calculation of summaries from spectra (Aphalo
2015) and computations related to the position of the sun (Aphalo 2016). Here we will make
use, in addition to the functions previously described, of a function from package ‘photobio-
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logyInOut’ that implements the import into R of the spectral data returned by the Quick TUV
Calculator. We also use the plotting functions from package ‘ggspectra’. Many functions in the
packages earlier described now accept collections of spectra as arguments, which simplifies
plotting or computations on multiple spectra. All the R packages used are available through
public CRAN repository (https://cran.r-project.org/) and further information and on-
line documentation can be found at the website https://www.r4photobiology.info/.

In the article itself we provide only partial examples of the R code, while fully reproducible
source code and output is provided as supplementary material in the form of an R notebook
readable with most web browsers. This R notebook includes the source code embedded which
allows users to rebuild the HTML file and edit the source code as needed by opening the R
notebook file in RStudio (https://www.rstudio.com/).

We start by loading the packages we will be using, and setting photon quantities as the
default to use.

library(photobiology)

library(photobiologyWavebands)

library(photobiologyInOut)

library(photobiologySun)

library(dplyr)

library(ggplot2)

library(ggalt)

library(ggspectra)

library(knitr)

theme_set(theme_bw(13))

photon_as_default()

Importing spectral data

When running a simulation in the Quick TUV Calculator, the spectral data and/or summaries
are returned as a simple web page. A web page is a text file, and can be saved from the web
browser. Depending on the browser it may be possible to save the page as a text file without
HTML header and footer and using .txt and file ending. In all cases it should be possible to
save the output as an HTML file. In either case the files can be imported into R with function
read_qtuv_txt() just by providing the file name as argument. Asmuchmetadata as possible
is extracted from the file, while the HTML header is stripped if present before attempting the
decoding of data and meta-data. If summaries are present in addition to the spectral data in
the Quick TUV Calculator output, these are also discarded.

qtuv.spct <-

read_qtuv_txt("tuv-zenith-00-O3-300.html")

head(qtuv.spct, 4)

## Object: source_spct [4 x 7]

## Wavelength range 280.5 to 283.5 nm, step 1 nm

## Label: Quick TUV spectral simulation File: tuv-zenith-00-O3-300.html

## Measured on 2015-06-30 UTC

## Time unit 1s
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##

## # A tibble: 4 x 7

## w.length s.e.irrad s.e.irrad.dir s.e.irrad.diff.~ s.e.irrad.diff.~ angle

## * <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <dbl> <dbl>

## 1 280. 3.07e-15 1.76e-15 1.31e-15 3.07e-16 0

## 2 282. 1.17e-13 6.59e-14 5.14e-14 1.17e-14 0

## 3 282. 1.84e-12 1.01e-12 8.23e-13 1.84e-13 0

## 4 284. 9.92e-12 5.42e-12 4.51e-12 9.92e-13 0

## # ... with 1 more variable: date <dttm>

cat(comment(qtuv.spct))

## SPECTRAL IRRADIANCE (W m-2 nm-1)

## from file: tuv-zenith-00-O3-300.html generated by Quick TUV on

## 2018-12-15 07:41:23 ozone column (DU) =

## zenith angle (degrees) = 0

## altitude (km) = 0

## observer elev. = 0

The example in the supplementary R notebook shows how to read multiple files into a
collection of spectra using iteration. The result of running that code was saved to an R data
file, which will be loaded below.

Plotting

In addition to simulations produced ad-hoc, existing measured spectra or standardized spec-
tra can be useful as references and/or as examples. For example, it can be useful to compare
the extraterrestrial solar spectrum and spectra at ground level. Package ‘photobiologySun’
provides spectral data for both of these types of spectra, with several measured and simu-
lated sets of spectral data. We use these data only for the initial example but later rely on new
simulations done with the Quick TUV Calculator. Although not shown here, package ‘photo-
biologySun’ also contains example data measured in the understorey of different forests.

We here plot the extraterrestrial solar spectrum, which is an input to all radiation transfer
models. The data used for this figure are from package ‘photobiologySun’.

sun_ET.spct <- sun_reference.mspct[["Gueymard.AM0"]]

plot(sun_ET.spct,

range = c(250, 780), annotations = c("-", "peaks"),

w.band = c(Plant_bands(), IR_bands())) +

theme(legend.position = "top")
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We can plot the simulated spectrum read above from the Quick TUV Calculator output in
the previous section.

plot(qtuv.spct,

range = c(250, 780),

annotations = c("-", "peaks"),

w.band = c(Plant_bands(), IR_bands())) +

theme(legend.position = "top")
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To highlight the effect of the atmosphere and solar elevation we can add to the plot the
extraterrestrial spectrum, while also reducing the range of wavelengths plotted.

plot(source_mspct(list(extraterrestrial = sun_ET.spct, "at ground level" = qtuv.spct)),

range = c(250, 400),

annotations = c("-", "peaks"),

w.band = c(Plant_bands(), IR_bands())) +

theme(legend.position = "top")
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We can use models to simulate the solar spectrum at a specific geographical location and
time point. We next load data for several spectra simulated with the Quick TUV Calculator
and originally imported into R as demonstrated in the previous section and re-saved into an
.Rda R data file (see the supplementary R Notebook for details).

load("QTUV-spectra.Rda")

length(sun_tuv.mspct)

## [1] 29

In the next figure we present spectral irradiance on a horizontal surface for the sun at
different elevations above the horizon, assuming an ozone column of 300 DU (Dobson units).
In the TUVmodel the zenith angle is used to describe solar elevation. The collection of spectra
sun_tuv.mspct contains 29 spectra, and we use subscripting by name to select those we want
to plot. To save typing we create two vectors with the names of the spectra we will use in
different examples. We will use these vectors to select subsets of spectra from the collection
of spectra.

spectra7elevations <- c("tuv_zenith_00_O3_300",

"tuv_zenith_15_O3_300",

"tuv_zenith_30_O3_300",

"tuv_zenith_45_O3_300",

"tuv_zenith_60_O3_300",

"tuv_zenith_75_O3_300",

"tuv_zenith_90_O3_300")

the7elevations <- 90 - c(0, 15, 30, 45, 60, 75, 90)

spectra4elevations <- c("tuv_zenith_00_O3_300",

"tuv_zenith_30_O3_300",

"tuv_zenith_60_O3_300",

"tuv_zenith_90_O3_300")

the4elevations <- 90 - c(0, 30, 60, 90)
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plot(sun_tuv.mspct[spectra4elevations],

annotations = c("-", "peaks")) +

scale_linetype(labels = the4elevations,

name = "Sun\nelevation\n(degrees)")
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To obtain a detailed plot of the UV region we pass the desired range of wavelengths in
nanometres range = c(280, 380). Except for this the code below is the same as in the
previous chunk.

plot(sun_tuv.mspct[spectra4elevations],

range = c(280, 380),

annotations = c("-", "peaks")) +

scale_linetype(labels = the4elevations,

name = "Sun\nelevation\n(degrees)")
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Although plotting the spectra as shown above illustrates the overall change in spectral com-
position, these plots are difficult to read. We will modify the previous figure expressing the
irradiance at ground level as a fraction of the extraterrestrial one. There is a problem, though:
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the spectra have different wavelength resolution, something that would lead to artifacts when
ratios are computed. Consequently, we first smooth the spectra. We do this in separate steps
for clarity.

tuv_smoothed.mspct <-

msmsply(sun_tuv.mspct[spectra4elevations],

smooth_spct, method = "supsmu")

extraterrestrial_smoothed.spct <-

smooth_spct(sun_ET.spct,

method = "supsmu")

sun_relative <-

convolve_each(tuv_smoothed.mspct,

extraterrestrial_smoothed.spct,

oper = `/` )

sun_relative <-

msmsply(sun_relative, setScaled, scaled = TRUE)

plot(sun_relative,

range = c(280, 380),

annotations = c("-", "peaks")) +

scale_linetype(labels = the4elevations,

name = "Sun\nelevation\n(degrees)")
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Computing summary quantities

Photon irradiance

irradiances.tb <-

q_irrad(sun_tuv.mspct[spectra7elevations],

w.band = list("UV-B" = UVB(), "UV-A" = UVA(), PAR = PAR()),

scale.factor = 1e6)
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irradiances.tb$elevation <- the7elevations

kable(irradiances.tb, digits = c(0, 2, 0, -1, 1))

spct.idx UV-B UV-A PAR elevation
tuv_zenith_00_O3_300 5.45 195 2220 90
tuv_zenith_15_O3_300 5.04 186 2130 75
tuv_zenith_30_O3_300 3.91 161 1880 60
tuv_zenith_45_O3_300 2.40 122 1480 45
tuv_zenith_60_O3_300 1.01 76 970 30
tuv_zenith_75_O3_300 0.19 31 420 15
tuv_zenith_90_O3_300 0.00 2 20 0

Biologically effective irradiance

be_irradiances.tb <-

e_irrad(sun_tuv.mspct[spectra7elevations],

w.band = list(GPAS = GEN_G(), PG = PG(), CIE98 = CIE()))

be_irradiances.tb$elevation <- the7elevations

kable(be_irradiances.tb, digits = 2)

spct.idx GPAS PG CIE98 elevation
tuv_zenith_00_O3_300 0.45 1.67 0.30 90
tuv_zenith_15_O3_300 0.40 1.58 0.27 75
tuv_zenith_30_O3_300 0.29 1.31 0.20 60
tuv_zenith_45_O3_300 0.15 0.95 0.12 45
tuv_zenith_60_O3_300 0.05 0.55 0.05 30
tuv_zenith_75_O3_300 0.01 0.21 0.01 15
tuv_zenith_90_O3_300 0.00 0.01 0.00 0

Or expressed as a fraction relative to the value for the sun at the zenith.

be_irradiances.tb %>%

mutate(GPAS = GPAS / max(GPAS), PG = PG / max(PG), CIE98 = CIE98 / max(CIE98)) %>%

kable(digits = 2)

spct.idx GPAS PG CIE98 elevation
tuv_zenith_00_O3_300 1.00 1.00 1.00 90
tuv_zenith_15_O3_300 0.90 0.94 0.91 75
tuv_zenith_30_O3_300 0.65 0.79 0.69 60
tuv_zenith_45_O3_300 0.35 0.57 0.41 45
tuv_zenith_60_O3_300 0.11 0.33 0.17 30
tuv_zenith_75_O3_300 0.01 0.13 0.04 15
tuv_zenith_90_O3_300 0.00 0.01 0.00 0

We can also plot the values for one of the BSWFs, here GPAS.
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ggplot(be_irradiances.tb, aes(x = elevation, y = GPAS)) +

geom_point() +

geom_xspline(spline_shape = -0.5) +

scale_x_continuous(name = "Solar elevation (degrees)",

breaks = the7elevations) +

scale_y_continuous(name =

expression(Effective~~irradiance~~GPAS[300]~~(W~m^{-2})))
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Photon ratio

uvb_par_ratio.tb <-

q_ratio(sun_tuv.mspct[spectra7elevations],

w.band.num = UVB(),

w.band.denom = PAR())

head(uvb_par_ratio.tb)

## # A tibble: 6 x 2

## spct.idx `q_ratio_UVB.ISO:PAR(q:q)`

## <fct> <dbl>

## 1 tuv_zenith_00_O3_300 0.00245

## 2 tuv_zenith_15_O3_300 0.00236

## 3 tuv_zenith_30_O3_300 0.00208

## 4 tuv_zenith_45_O3_300 0.00162

## 5 tuv_zenith_60_O3_300 0.00104

## 6 tuv_zenith_75_O3_300 0.000451

uvb_par_ratio.tb$elevation <- the7elevations

names(uvb_par_ratio.tb)[2] <- "UV-B:PAR"
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ggplot(uvb_par_ratio.tb,

aes(x = elevation,

y = `UV-B:PAR` * 100)) +

geom_point() +

geom_xspline() +

scale_x_continuous(name = "Solar elevation (degrees)",

breaks = the7elevations) +

scale_y_continuous(name = "UV-B:PAR photon ratio (%)", limits = c(0, NA))
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Conclusions and caveats

Using the Quick TUV Calculator it is easy to obtain spectral data for clear-sky conditions. In-
cluding the effect of clouds is more difficult, as cloud depth data is rarely easily available.
Having spectral data, as opposed to UVI or other summary data, allows the calculation of
diverse derived quantities and summaries. Such calculations are best done using scripts to
ensure reproducibility. The R packages in the R for photobiology suite aim at easing these
computations while providing maximum flexibility. In the case of biologically effective expos-
ures and irradiances, even for a single BSWF several alternative mathematical formulations
are in use as well as different approaches to extrapolation. The defaults used in the ‘photobi-
ology’ package differ from those used by the TUV model for the calculation of these values,
which can result in apparent discrepancies. For example the formulation for GPAS in TUV
is that of Micheletti which differs slightly from Green’s formulation, but both of these differ
quite much from Thimijan’s formulation (see Aphalo et al. 2012, for details, equations and
original references).

Supplementary material

File QTUV-video.mp4: An instructional video on how to use the Quick TUV web interface is
provided to help new users. File QTUV-notebook.html: An R notebook with additional code
examples and their output, viewable with a web browser. The embedded source code can be
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most easily accessed and edited using RStudio. File QTUV-simulations.Rda: Spectral data
generated with Quick TUV Calculator, imported into R and re-saved as R objects.

The R notebook file contains worked out examples of reading into R several spectra down-
loaded from the Quick TUV site, plotting these spectra, their manipulation and the calculation
of summary quantities. The HTML file contains brief text explanations, readable code listings
and the rendered output. The actual source file used to produce the HTML file is embedded
and can be extracted, modified and reused.
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